Abstract. Reduction of radio occultation data to retrieve atmospheric profiles (T-p(r)) requires knowledge or assumption of the horizontal structure of the atmosphere. In the case of terrestrial planets the atmosphere in the vicinity of ray periapsides usually is assumed to be spherically symmetric. This assumption leads to an integral transform relationship between the profiles of refractivity versus radius and the total bending angle versus the asymptotic closest approach of rays, where the latter is directly obtainable from occultation frequency data and trajectory information. Occultation studies of the giant planets have demonstrated that departures from spherical symmetry, if not accounted for, can result in serious errors in derived T-p(r) profiles. We analyze errors in atmospheric profiles due to large-scale departures from spherical symmetry. For analytic convenience we represent departures from spherical symmetry as locally spherical structures with center of curvature offset in three dimensions from the center of mass, from which follow analytic expressions for errors in bending angle and impact parameter as functions of the offset and trajectory parameters. Since these expressions are not restricted to any specific occultation type, it is easy to identify the geometrical configurations and the specific trajectory parameters that enhance or suppress these errors. Errors in bending angle and impact parameter carry over into the refractivity and radius profiles, while at the same time, new errors are introduced because the bending angle versus impact parameter profile is integrated along a nonvertical path in the presence of large-scale departures from spherical symmetry, to obtain refractivity and radius profiles. Similarly, refractivity and radius errors propagate into the temperature and pressure profiles, while a nonvertical path of integration in the presence of horizontal gradients provides another opportunity for new errors to be introduced. We estimate that fractional errors in temperature profiles can be as large as a few percent for the Martian atmosphere above 20 km, decreasing in magnitude closer to the surface. For Earth, such errors are estimated to be less than 1% above 30 km. In the lower parts of Earth's atmosphere, however, and especially in the lower troposphere, these errors can be very sensitive to horizontal gradients and hence highly variable; typically, the error magnitude remains less than 2% for the dry regions of Earth's troposphere. We have not addressed the effect on errors of water vapor gradients, or of more extreme structures such as sharp weather fronts. A small variation on this approach can incorporate errors due to imprecise knowledge of the transmitter and receiver trajectories.
Introduction
Radio occultation is a remote sensing method for "sounding" planetary atmospheres. Since its inception in the early 1960s, this methodology has been used to obtain high vertical resolution profiles of atmospheric temperature and pressure for most of the planets of the solar system, and for Titan, the largest moon of Saturn. Exceptions are Mercury, which does not have a sensible atmosphere, and Pluto, which has not been visited by spacecraft. Radio occultation also has been used to study the ionosphere of Io and to determine the surface pressure of Neptune's large moon, Triton. Observation of Earth's atmosphere with radio occultation was initiated only a few years ago when a small research satellite, MicroLab 1, was launched into a low Earth orbit in April 1995 carrying a Global Positioning System (GPS) meteorological applications receiver (GPS/MET). The profiles obtained from these measurements clearly indicate the utility of radio occultation measurements in providing globally distributed high vertical resolution profiles [e.g., Kursinski et al., 1996; Ware et al., 1996; Rocken et al., 1997] . Application of the radio occultation method to observe Earth's atmosphere has generated interest in further understanding the potential and limits of this method.
The basic observable of radio occultation is the perturbation in Doppler frequency produced by refractive bending of a ray linking the transmitter and receiver in a limb-sounding geometry (Figure 1) . From a set of frequency perturbations covering the duration of the occultation, one can deduce the refractivity profile versus radius at ray periapsides provided that the horizontal variation of refractivity is known; typically, and as shown in Figure 1 , spherical symmetry is assumed for this purpose. Atmospheric density, pressure, and temperature proCopyright 1999 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 1998JD200102. 0148-0227/99/1998JD200102$09.00 JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 104, NO. D4, PAGES 3971-3992, FEBRUARY 27, 1999 files versus radius are obtained then from the refractivity profile using knowledge of the composition, the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, and the equation of state [Fjeldbo and Eshleman, 1968] .
Errors can be introduced in the retrieved profiles at several points during this procedure. Depending on the mechanism of generation, errors are classified broadly as either random or systematic in character. Random errors arise from phenomena such as thermal noise, computational uncertainties, and random fluctuations of the propagation path associated with small-scale processes of internal waves and turbulence. Analysis of such errors begins with the estimation of statistical uncertainties in Doppler residuals, which are then carried forward through the sequence of mathematical operations leading to atmospheric profiles of temperature and pressure to yield uncertainties in the final quantities. Stewart and Hogan [1973] and St. Germain [1971] analyzed the case of small bending, which was extended by Lipa and Tyler [1979] to deal with more general cases. The effect of turbulence in relation to errors has been examined in detail by a number of authors [e.g., Haugstad, 1981; Hubbard, 1979] . The resolution kernel derived by Ahmad and Tyler [1998] and Ahmad [1998] demonstrates how various regions of the atmosphere are weighted to obtain an estimate of refractivity of a specific region and provides a means of visualizing the effect of introducing discrete structures into an otherwise spherically symmetric system. Gorbunov [1990] has also derived a version of the resolution kernel in series form.
Systematic errors, on the other hand, refer to uncertainties that are highly correlated over the course of an occultation. Discrepancies of this nature can arise from a number of sources. Primary among these are unmodeled drifts in the frequency reference sources and error in knowledge or modeling of the occultation geometry. The critical nature of such errors was first widely appreciated after radio occultation data from the Pioneer 10 and 11 encounters with Jupiter were misinterpreted because of an oversight in the geometry. Subsequently, it was realized that the Abelian inversion procedure, relating refractivity versus radius to bending angle versus impact parameter [Fjeldbo et al., 1971] , is unstable in the presence of systematic trends in geometry or observational error.
The major source of error in the initial profiles of Jupiter's atmosphere obtained from Pioneer 10 and 11 radio occultation data was the neglect of the planet's oblateness. Hubbard et al. [1975] , Eshleman [1975] , and Eshleman and Tyler [1975] were the first to appreciate the problem and to provide an understanding of the characteristic shape of the error profiles. Kliore and Woiceshyn [1976] provided a procedure for treating data from an oblate planet. Recently, Syndergaard [1998] has provided estimates of temperature errors resulting from neglect of Earth's oblateness. Belloul and Hauchecorne [1997] have analyzed the errors introduced in the retrieved profiles when atmospheric waves render the spherical symmetry assumption inaccurate.
Frequency reference oscillator drifts are accounted for by subtracting a bias curve, fitted to a subset of preevent or postevent observations taken from the entire set of Doppler residuals [Stewart and Hogan, 1973] . In general, however, this procedure does not account for time varying drift characteristics. Eshleman [1975] has shown that unmodeled drifts in the spacecraft oscillator can have large effects on the derived results. Progress in the development of highly stable onboard oscillators, however, has alleviated this problem to a large extent.
An imprecise specification of upper boundary temperature introduces systematic error in the temperature profile at the top of the atmosphere which decays rapidly with decreasing altitude [e.g., Lipa and Tyler, 1979] . Other potential sources of error include model imperfections, asymmetric ionospheric refraction, and multipath. Kursinski et al. [1997] discuss these and several other sources of error and present estimates for the case of GPS occultations by Earth's atmosphere.
In addition to uncertainties in planetary shape related to oblateness and atmospheric rotation rates, geometrical errors may stem from unknown or unmodeled large-scale horizontal structures in the atmosphere and from uncertainty in the trajectories of spacecraft carrying occultation transmitters and receivers. Using numerical simulations, Gurvich and Sokolovskiy [1985] obtained preliminary estimates of errors in the reconstruction of pressure which result from deviation of the real atmosphere from spherical symmetry at synoptic scales. In this paper we analyze the effects of large-scale horizontal variations in refractivity on the derived profiles, including the role of occultation geometry in enhancing or suppressing these effects [Bilal and Tyler, 1993; Ahmad and Tyler, 1996; Ahmad, 1998 ]. Our analysis is general in that no particular geometrical configuration is assumed. Moreover, our estimates of errors are in good agreement with those obtained from use of ray-tracing simulations through global circulation models (GCMs) of the atmospheres of Mars and Earth for the forward problem, followed by Abel inversion. Consequences of imprecise trajectory information can be analyzed through a natural generalization of this analysis, but we do not do that here.
Method

Background
The basic geometry of the radio occultation experiment is shown in Figure 1 . Radio transmissions from a moving transmitter T pass through the planetary atmosphere and are received by a moving receiver R. Refraction in the atmosphere perturbs the ray path, so signals connecting T and R make angles ␣ T and ␣ R with respect to the straight line path. Since T and R are in motion with respect to the planet centered at O, Figure 1 . Geometry of radio occultation measurements. Radio transmissions originating at the transmitter T, after passing through the planetary atmosphere, are collected at the receiver R. Refraction in the atmosphere perturbs the frequency of the received signal through a change in the Doppler shift. The Doppler frequency measurement, the trajectory information, and the assumption of a spherically symmetric atmosphere allow solution for the bending angle ␣ versus the impact parameter a.
the frequency of the received signal is shifted by the Doppler effect. Measurement of the Doppler shift and knowledge of the trajectory, along with an assumption of a spherically symmetric atmosphere, allows one to reconstruct the geometry. From this the total bending angle ␣ and the asymptotic closest approach a of the ray linking T at the time of transmission and R at receive time are obtained [Phinney and Anderson, 1968; Fjeldbo et al., 1971] .
Neglecting relativistic effects, the observable Doppler perturbation due to ray bending is given by
where v ជ T and v ជ R are the transmitter and receiver velocities at the transmit and receive times respectively (Figure 1 ). Unit vectors u T and Ϫu R denote the ray directions at the transmitting and receiving locations, while u is the unit vector directed from the transmitter to the receiver after accounting for the light time between the two; f is the transmitter frequency, and c is the speed of light in free space. Given an observation ⌬f, we wish to solve (1) for the ray directions u T , u R . Note that u T , for example, enters (1) only in the dot product v ជ T ⅐ u T , which is invariant for u T on a cone about v ជ T , so the angle of u T about v ជ T is not constrained. The assumption of spherical symmetry provides a unique solution, however, because it implies that the refraction is strictly constrained to the plane containing the transmitter, the receiver, and the center of symmetry. Thus spherical symmetry plus knowledge of the positions of the transmitter and receiver are sufficient to determine u T , u R , and hence the ray parameters ␣, a. The procedure above for finding the ray parameters is repeated many times for each occultation event from the point where the ray path passes just above the upper limits of the sensible atmosphere and where no appreciable bending is detected, to the point where the ray path is cut off by the surface of the occulting planet, or the signal is rendered undetectable by atmospheric absorption or defocusing. In this way we obtain a profile of the bending angle versus the impact parameter, namely ␣(a), spanning the atmosphere from its upper limits to the point at which the signal is lost.
The ␣(a) profile, in turn, can be transformed to a refractive index versus radius profile n(r), using an inverse Abel transform relationship [Fjeldbo et al., 1971] ,
where the asymptote distance a and the radius at the lowest point on the ray r are connected by the formula of Bouguer,
Finally, for a well-mixed atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium the temperature and pressure profiles are obtained from
where m is the mean molecular mass, n t is the total number density of neutral atoms and molecules, g is the acceleration of gravity, including the effect of centrifugal force, k is Boltzmann's constant, and ϭ n Ϫ 1 is the refractivity [e.g., Fjeldbo and Eshleman, 1968] . Equations (4) and (5) are derived from the ideal gas law and the equation for hydrostatic equilibrium. Other forms of the gas law can be used when conditions so warrant. The assumption of spherical symmetry is invoked several times in the calculations above. It is used explicitly to determine ␣ and a from the frequency data and the trajectory information (equation (1)) and to determine n(r) from ␣(a) (equations (2) and (3)). This assumption is also implicit in the determination of temperature and pressure profiles (equations (4) and (5)). If spherical symmetry is not a good approximation, then the horizontal structure of the atmosphere must be specified in some other way that better approximates the situation in order to reduce the solution for n to a onedimensional problem. See, for example, Lindal et al. [1985] and Lindal [1992] . A discrepancy in the specification of the horizontal structure of the atmosphere introduces errors in the derived quantities each time the specification is used. In this regard, it is well known that departures from spherical symmetry in a plane transverse to the ray path, if neglected, can lead to serious errors in the resulting atmospheric profiles. A general quantitative assessment of the errors resulting from unmodeled large-scale horizontal gradients in the atmosphere and the different parameters controlling these has been unavailable, however.
In this paper we present a comprehensive analysis of the errors in derived quantities of radius, refractivity, temperature, and pressure associated with large-scale horizontal gradients when such gradients can be modeled as an arbitrary shift in the center of symmetry for the atmosphere at ray periapsis. We compare the results of this analysis with those obtained from simulated occultations using ray tracing through global models of the atmospheres of Mars and Earth and subsequent inversion.
Equations (4) and (5) are well suited to a dry atmosphere, such as the Martian atmosphere. For Earth's atmosphere these expressions are inaccurate, in general, because they neglect the presence of water vapor, which is a significant contributor to the total refractive bending in the lower troposphere and which is not uniformly mixed with the other gases. Additional information beyond that contained in ␣(a) is required to separate the dry and wet contributions to the total refractivity. For the sake of simplicity and to focus attention on other aspects of the inversion process, we treat Earth's atmosphere as dry, and therefore use (4) and (5).
Modeling
To first order, a large-scale departure from spherical symmetry is modeled as an error in the location of the center of curvature of the atmosphere in the vicinity of a ray periapsis. This approach can be applied both to tilt the atmosphere with respect to the local vertical of a spherical planet and, at the same time, to represent an error in curvature. Since the horizontal gradient may change value from one location in the atmosphere to another, the error in the location of the center of curvature is specified individually for each location in the atmosphere that corresponds to a ray periapsis. For large-scale horizontal gradients this change is slow by definition, which is a condition for the validity of the following analysis.
Equations (2) and (3), although derived for a perfectly spherical atmosphere, are frequently applied to atmospheres which are globally oblate spheroidal. This is possible because the part of atmosphere that interacts with radio waves in an occultation event is a small portion of the whole. This part may be treated as spherical, approximately, when the center of symmetry is judiciously chosen [e.g., Syndergaard, 1998 ]. Thus occultation frequency data from locally spherical atmospheres are successfully analyzed with (2) and (3). In this paper, however, we are concerned with cases where local spherical symmetry breaks down, in the sense that the entire atmospheric region affecting one occultation cannot be treated as spherically symmetric. Instead, the atmosphere at each vertical level during an occultation is treated as spherical with a different center of symmetry. We assume that the change in the shape of the atmosphere from one level to the next is small and gradual. The center of symmetry therefore changes slowly during the occultation. This change in the spherical center of symmetry is modeled as perturbation from a reference spherical center of symmetry, which in the following analysis is the center of mass of the planet.
We estimate analytically the errors introduced in the retrieved profiles as a result of neglecting the true geometry. The analysis exemplifies the dependence of these errors on the orientation of the horizontal gradient and on its geometric relationship with the transmitter and receiver trajectories. An error in the knowledge of the trajectory also can be studied along the same lines, although for the sake of brevity, we do not present that case here.
In Figures 2-4 , position Ô is the center of mass of the planet, while O is the center of symmetry for the atmosphere in the vicinity of the ray periapsis distorted by mesoscale or larger effects. Ignoring the presence of this distortion, one would assume Ô to be the center of symmetry for the local atmosphere as well, thus attributing an observed Doppler perturbation to an erroneous bending angle and impact parameter ␣ and â, respectively. The true values of the parameters ␣ and a are obtained when O is chosen as the center of symmetry, correctly making ORT, as opposed to Ô RT, the plane of refraction. Errors in ␣, a propagate into refractivity and radius via (2) and (3). In the presence of large-scale horizontal gradients a nonvertical path of integration in (2), corresponding to a nonvertical locus of periapsides, introduces additional error in the refractivity profile. This occurs because (2) applies to a spherical atmosphere, for which a nonvertical path of integration may be replaced by its radial component without introducing any discrepancy. This argument is not valid, however, where refractivity gradients have nonzero components perpendicular to the radial component.
The temperature profile, similarly, has two sources of error. Errors in refractivity and radius propagate into the temperature profile via (4), and at the same time, a nonvertical path of integration in (4) introduces additional error in the derived temperature profile in the same way as a nonvertical path of integration introduces additional error in the refractivity profile. The fractional error in the pressure profile is the sum of fractional errors in refractivity and temperature profiles.
Error in Ray Parameters
We examine first the effect on ␣ and a of uncertainties in the geometry. In Figures 3 and 4 the atmosphere in the vicinity of a ray periapsis is represented by a spherically symmetric refractivity field centered at O, which is displaced from the center of mass, Ô , by the vector distance d ជ . If one correctly chooses O as the center of symmetry for the atmosphere in the vicinity of the ray periapsis, the correct ray directions u T and u R , bending angle ␣, and asymptotic distance relative to O, a, are obtained. If, however, one chooses, incorrectly, Ô as the center of symmetry, the erroneous ray directions û T and û R , angle ␣, and asymptotic distance relative to Ô , â, are obtained. For either geometry the observed Doppler shift due to bending, ⌬f, is the same, but the associated ray paths are different. The solution ␣, a obtained for center at O is associated with the actual path of the ray, while the solution ␣ , â obtained for center at Ô is associated with an erroneous ray path, which results in the same ⌬f.
In Appendix A we present a detailed analysis of this geometrical problem. Here we summarize the main results only. Equation (6) is the sum of first-order component differences in Doppler shift between the false (Ô TR) and the true (OTR) geometries, Figures 2-4,
where ⌬␣ T ϭ ␣ T Ϫ ␣ T , and ⌬␣ R ϭ ␣ R Ϫ ␣ R are the differences between the erroneous and the true bending angles at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, and ϭ c/f is the free space wavelength. The quantity v ជ T ⅐ T is the transmitter velocity in the direction of increasing ␣ T , or ␣ T to first order, while v ជ R ⅐ R is the corresponding receiver velocity in the direction of increasing ␣ R , or ␣ R to first order (v. Figures 2  and 3) . Similarly, v ជ T ⅐ T is the transmitter velocity perpendicular to the plane Ô TR and directed toward increasing T , while v ជ R ⅐ R is the receiver velocity perpendicular to the plane Ô TR and directed toward increasing R (v. Figure 2) . Planes OTR and Ô TR intersect along the line TR making an angle between them. The terms (v ជ T ⅐ T )⌬␣ T and (v ជ R ⅐ R )⌬␣ R represent the linearized difference in velocity for centers Ô and O in the plane of propagation; similarly, the terms
represent the linearized difference associated with the change in the plane of propagation for centers Ô and O (Appendix A). The left-hand side of (6) is the sum of all terms that represent a first-order perturbation in Doppler shift due to the difference between the directions of the true ray asymptotes and the assumed ray asymptotes. To first order, this sum must equal zero, because the same observed Doppler shift constrains both geometries. The ray asymptote distances â and a are different in the two geometries ( Figure 3) . The difference â Ϫ a is the same on both the transmitter side and the receiver side. To first order, this results in the following relationship (Appendix A):
In (7) the expression inside the first pair of braces is the difference in lengths â and a on the transmitter side. The first term of this expression is due to the difference in the bending angles ␣ T and ␣ T , while the second term is due to the difference in the location of points Ô and O. The expression inside the second pair of braces, in (7), is similarly defined for the receiver side. The difference of these two expressions repre-
, which must be zero.
Finally, ⌬␣ and ⌬a are obtained from (Appendix A)
The difference in the ray asymptote depends on the side considered, T or R. Since this dependence is weak, we use the average of â Ϫ a for the transmitter and receiver sides.
In the detailed analysis of Appendix A we provide expressions for ⌬␣ and ⌬a in terms of the individual components of d ជ . These expressions are then simplified for three specific geometries in Appendix B: (1) a case where the occultation link is between two satellites orbiting a planet at equal radii; (2) a Mars global surveyor (MGS) type geometry, where the transmitter is close to the occulting planet, while the receiver is much farther away; and (3) a GPS-GPS/MET type geometry representing a link between high and low orbiters.
The center of symmetry for the local atmosphere, point O, and so also the vector distance d ជ are defined individually for each ray. Moreover, d ជ is decomposed into its Cartesian components d x , d y , and d z in a coordinate system ( x, ŷ, ẑ) , which is defined for each ray individually. For an accurate description, then, each of the above mentioned parameters should be indexed with time explicitly, i.e.,
(t), ŷ(t), ẑ(t).
For the most part, however, we omit the time index in order to keep the expressions compact.
Refractivity and Radius Errors
The refractive index n and the corresponding radius r are determined from the ␣(a) profile according to (2) and (3). Errors in ␣ and a result in erroneous estimates of refractivity ϭ n Ϫ 1 and radius r. We analyze the propagation of errors in the refractivity profile using a perturbation analysis of the expression for refractive index. It is inconvenient to use the form in (2), however, because of the singularity in the integrand at aЈ ϭ a. Evaluating the integral in (2) by parts results in
which eliminates the singularity and is therefore better suited for differentiation. We switch between the forms of (2) and (10) as appropriate for a given analysis.
Equations (2) and (10) both make use of the bending angle profile ␣(a); that is, ␣ is treated as a function of a. In actuality, however, ␣ and a are determined simultaneously from the frequency perturbation and the geometry at each instant of observation time t. Often ␣ is a monotonic function of time. It is straightforward then to eliminate time and write ␣ as a function of a. In the study of errors, however, we are concerned with discrepancies in both the bending angle and the impact parameter. Therefore it is advantageous to treat all quantities as functions of an error free parameter, such as the observation time. Thus we write (10) and (3) as
In practice, observation times are extremely well established, making the choice of t as the index variable a reasonable one. Errors in ␣ and a propagate into refractivity and radius through (11) and (12). A second source of error in refractivity and therefore also in radius, as noted earlier, is the nonvertical path of integration in (11), corresponding to a nonvertical locus of periapsides, in the presence of horizontal gradients. To separate out this error, we rewrite the bending angle and impact parameter of (11) and (12) with the subscript to identify the particular path followed by the periapsides locus; the subscript indicates that this path can be nonvertical or "slant," in general. The first source of error in refractivity, as already mentioned, is the propagation of error from bending angle and impact parameter; we use ␣ and â to represent erroneous estimates of ␣ and a. With this notation,
Both sources of error are now explicitly identified in (13) and (14). The first source of error in refractivity, resulting from use of erroneous bending angles and impact parameters, is calculated as follows: Writing ␣ (t) ϭ ␣ (t) ϩ ⌬␣ (t) and â (t) ϭ a (t) ϩ ⌬a (t), a first-order perturbation analysis of (13) gives
where
In the above, ñ represents the estimate of refractivity obtained using a bending angle profile along an oblique locus of periapsides in the presence of large-scale horizontal gradients. The actual value of the refractive index n, in general, is different from the estimate ñ unless the atmosphere is spherically symmetric. The term ⌬ 1␣ is the first-order error in refractivity due to error in the bending angle profile, and ⌬ 1a is the first-order error in refractivity due to error in the impact parameter profile. Kernel ᏽ ␣ ٪ is defined by comparison in (17) and (18). The last two forms for (18) are valid strictly only for an exponential bending angle profile with scale height H. Substituting from (16) to (18) in (15), we obtain,
Equation (19) separates out the first part of refractivity error, which is associated with the propagation of errors from the bending angle and impact parameter profiles. The second source of error, the nonvertical path of integration, associated with a nonvertical locus of periapsides, in the presence of horizontal gradients, accounts for the difference between the estimated refractive index of (16), ñ(t P ), and the true refractive index of point P, n(t P ). This is explained as follows: The total bending angle accumulated by a ray with periapsis radius r contains refractivity information from layers with radii Ն r. In order to determine the refractivity of the lowest layer, i.e., the layer with radius r, it is necessary to remove the effect of higher layers. The refractivity information for higher layers is obtained from rays that have higher periapsides. In the presence of horizontal gradients, rays with higher periapsides do not contain the correct refractivity information needed to cancel the effect of higher layers. This effect is particularly evident if the plane of propagation is different from one ray to the next and large-scale horizontal gradients are directed perpendicular to the direction of propagation at periapsis. It is easiest to analyze the error contribution from this effect for the occultation geometry depicted in Figure 5 , where one leg of the propagation path is very much longer than the other. Figure 6 illustrates, in greater detail, the view of the y-z (same as j-k) plane of Figure 5 ; the y-z plane is perpendicular to the ray asymptote through the distant point R/T. In Figure  6 the circular geometry of Figure 5 has been "unwrapped," so the circular surface has become a straight horizontal line. The atmosphere is tilted with respect to the local horizontal; this is represented by the dashed lines representing the contours of constant refractivity above the reference line "Horizontal." The locus of ray periapsides, ᏼ , cuts through the atmosphere at oblique angles with respect to the horizontal as a result of the slant orbital path of the spacecraft behind the planet (v. Figure 5 ). The curve labeled Ꮽ represents the locus of points A, where the perpendicular from the center of symmetry O meets the ray asymptote; for the geometry of Figures 5 and 6, this is also the point where the asymptote intersects the j-k plane. For small bending angles, points P and A are approximately colocated; therefore loci ᏼ and Ꮽ are very close (Figure 6a ). This is not the case for large bending angles, however, (Figure 6b ). The subscript introduced above denotes quantities inferred along the slant paths ᏼ or Ꮽ . Now consider the ray received at time t P ; its periapsis is at point P. To extract the refractivity at this point from the bending encountered by this ray, we need to account for the bending introduced by the variations in refractivity of higher layers within the plane of propagation of this ray, i.e., the plane VVЈ; plane VVЈ is analogous to the plane OTR of Figures 3 and 4. However, because the plane of propagation is changing at each instant of time, such that the locus of periapsides traces the oblique path ᏼ , rays with higher periapsides, in general, propagate in planes that are different from the plane VVЈ. For the refractivity structure depicted in Figure 6 , where the contours of constant refractivity are tilted perpendicular to the direction of propagation at periapsis, it is clear that rays with the same radius at the periapsis but different planes of propagation encounter different conditions. This is not the case for a perfectly spherical atmosphere, for which the contours of constant refractivity are parallel to the horizontal line of Figure 6 .
Unless the occultation is vertical with respect to the center O(t P ), i.e., unless all rays have a common plane of propagation, the changing plane of propagation from one ray to the next in the presence of a large-scale horizontal gradient results in the ␣(a) profile being systematically divergent from its value had the plane of propagation remained fixed during the occultation. As points along the periapsides locus ᏼ move farther from plane V V Ј , ␣ ( a ) deviates farther from ␣ ᐂ P () (a), the bending angle profile evaluated along a vertical locus Ꮽ ᐂ() within plane VVЈ. (The subscript ᐂ P (), henceforth, is abbreviated to ᐂ. It indicates a path perpendicular to contours of constant refractivity from the point P upward.) To retrieve the correct refractivity at point P, we need the ␣(a) profile in the plane VVЈ from the altitude of point P and higher. Figure 5 . ( x-z plane) Occultation geometry for the special case where one end of the radio link is located on a spacecraft (T/R) in close orbit around the occulting planet, and the other end (R/T) is located at a great distance from the planet. In this configuration the ray asymptotic distance a on the R/T side is parallel to the z axis and to the j-k plane. ( y-z plane) Viewed from the remote station R/T. The orbit opening is the angle made by the orbital plane with the i-k plane.
The tilt of the atmosphere at point P corresponds to a normal to the constant refractivity contours directed toward point O(t P ), rather than toward Ô . The lengths PÔ and PO(t P ) are equal; that is, there is no error in the radius of curvature at point P. A ray with periapsis at point P propagates in the plane VVЈ. Next, consider the atmosphere at a higher point along the oblique locus of periapsides, for example at point PЈ. The atmosphere at PЈ is tilted such that the normal to constant refractivity contours is directed toward the point O(t PЈ ). As in the case of point P, there is no error in the radius of curvature at point PЈ, so lengths PЈÔ and PЈO(t PЈ ) are also equal. Points O(t P ) and O(t PЈ ) are not colocated, however, instead they represent the local conditions at points P and PЈ, respectively. The bending angle encountered by a ray with periapsis at PЈ is very nearly equal to the bending angle encountered by a ray with periapsis at PЉ, which lies along the same refractivity surface, but the impact parameter at PЈ is greater than that at PЉ by an amount ␦a. In order to retrieve the refractivity at point P correctly the integration in (16) should be carried out along the vertical locus Ꮽ ᐂ() , within plane VVЈ; that is, we should use the profiles
Since ␣ and a are error free quantities, it is now convenient to eliminate the time index and perform the integration in (16) with respect to aЈ,
In the present case, ␣ ᐂ and ␣ are related by the simple geometry of Figure Figure 5 in greater detail. The circular projection of the planet is unwrapped, so the surface is a straight horizontal line. The center of the planet then is also a straight horizontal line parallel to the surface line. Thin dashed lines show constant refractivity contours in the presence of a horizontal gradient; contours would be horizontal if the atmosphere were spherically symmetric about the center of mass. Position A (Figure 5 ) traces the curve Ꮽ in the y-z ( j-k) plane, i.e., in the plane of Figure 6 . (a) View from the distant receiver. For a tenuous atmosphere, such as that of Mars, Ꮽ is nearly a straight line, and the locus of periapsides, the curve traced by position P (Figure 5 ), is very close to the curve Ꮽ . (b) View from the distant transmitter. For a dense atmosphere such as that of Earth, the descent of the locus of ray periapsides is slowed as a result of the larger bending. In this case, position A traces a curved path low in the atmosphere. For the ray with periapsis at P, the plane of propagation is plane VVЈ which is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. This is the OTR plane of Figures 3 and 4 . Distances a and are measured in this plane. The assumed plane of propagation containing the center of mass Ô is the plane GGЈ. This is the Ô TR plane of Figures  2-4 . Distances â, r, and r (approximately) are measured in this plane. For tenuous atmospheres, ␦a ϭ Ϫ(aЈ Ϫ a) tan tan ( ϩ ).
The last form for (23) is valid strictly only for an exponential bending angle profile with scale height H. We combine the results of (19), (21), and (23) to obtain
Equation (24) connects the true and erroneous refractivities obtained for the receive time t P ; the two are not referenced to the same radius, however. For the radius we have, from (14),
where (t P ) is the periapsis radius measured from the center of curvature of the atmosphere at periapsis O. The radius of periapsis of the ray received at time t P conventionally is measured from the center of mass of the planet Ô . In Appendix C we show that this radius is given by
where Ϸ 0.7 is a scale factor determined from simulations. The error in retrieved altitude of the periapsis for ray received at time t P is then
We can now reference n and n to the same radius r(t P ),
Using this result in (24), we have
The association of the relative error terms in the braces with the error type can be made by comparison with (17), (18), (23), and (29).
Temperature and Pressure Errors
The temperature profile T(r) is obtained from the refractivity profile (r) according to (4). The error in temperature profile due to large-scale horizontal gradients, similarly to the error in refractivity profile, also has two parts. The first is due to the propagation of errors from the refractivity and radius profiles via (4), while the second is due to the nonvertical path of integration, corresponding to the nonvertical locus of periapsides ᏼ in the same equation. Equation (4) is derived with the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, which is strictly valid for vertical paths only. Although hydrostatic equilibrium holds for each local vertical in a real atmosphere "tilted" like the atmosphere of Figure 6 , it is erroneous to invoke this condition along slant paths when horizontal gradients are present.
Use of (r ) in (4) results in an erroneous estimate of the temperature
Substituting ⌬T 1 (r) from (33) in (31) and referencing T to radius r we have
We have used a constant gravity field in (31) because the atmospheric models we use to illustrate and test our theory make this assumption (v. Discussion, below). Kernel ᏽ ٪ is defined by comparison, in the same way as ᏽ ␣ ٪ is defined in section 2.4. The use of radially varying gravity in conjunction with (r ) requires additional consideration because the gravity factor in the integrand refers to an actual periapsis r which can be different from the retrieved periapsis r. If the gravity field varies with radius, the integrand becomes an explicit function of radius, in which case we again need to express both radius and refractivity as functions of an error free parameter, such as the observation time. This can be done along the same lines as the analysis of refractivity errors in the previous subsection.
The second part of temperature error can be evaluated by relating (r), the refractivity profile along the nonvertical locus ᏼ , to ᐂ P ( g) (r), the vertical refractivity profile from the point P and upward, Figure 6 . (The subscript ᐂ P ( g), henceforth, is abbreviated to ᐂ. It indicates a path perpendicular to the contours of constant gravity g from the point P and upward. Compare with ᐂ P () introduced earlier, and also abbreviated to ᐂ.) For the simple case of an atmosphere tilted as in Figure 6 , (r) ϭ ᐂ (r Ϫ ␦r), where ␦r is defined in a manner similar to the definition for ␦a. Using this substitution in (32), we have
The last form of (37) is valid only for an exponential refractivity profile with scale height H. Finally, combining the results of (34), (35), and (37), we have
Since the total number density n t is directly proportional to the refractivity , the fractional error in pressure may be obtained from the fractional errors in refractivity and temperature (equation (5)),
Note that unsubscripted quantities, as in the last expression, are evaluated along the actual locus of periapsides ᏼ .
An Example
In this section we make use of the above analysis to estimate errors in atmospheric profiles obtained from an example case of MGS occultation by Mars observed from Earth. The occultation geometry is simplified for illustrative purposes. We assume that the observing station on Earth is located in the Martian equatorial plane. We assume also that MGS is in a circular orbit around Mars, of radius 3700 km, and the orbit opening as seen from the observing station is 45Њ. The occultation geometry pictured in Figure 5 appropriately describes the configuration of this example. (The actual MGS mapping orbit exhibits a range of openings, including 0Њ.) We assume further that the occultation takes place during northern winter on Mars when large-scale meridional gradients are present in the atmosphere above the boundary of the northern polar cap. Observation and theory predict that surfaces of constant refractivity in this region are tilted with respect to the horizontal by as much as 4.5 mrad above 20 km; the tilt angle decreases to almost zero closer to the surface. For this example, however, we assume a relatively moderate value of the tilt angle, 3.0 mrad, and assume that it remains constant over the altitude range of interest, 0 to 60 km. Large-scale zonal gradients are relatively mild, and we assume that these are nonexistent in the present case. We have selected the orbit inclination, so the ray periapsides are located in the part of the atmosphere tilted by the meridional gradient. For the present configuration the meridional gradient is directed perpendicular to the path of occultation rays at periapsis. Therefore in terms of the parameters in Figures 2-4 , this gradient is represented by the angle ; hence ϭ 3.0 mrad. We use the term "across propagation" to describe this orientation of the horizontal gradient with respect to the direction of propagation at periapsis. Similarly, the orientation with respect to the direction of propagation at periapsis of a zonal gradient in this geometrical configuration is described by the term "along propagation." There is no along-propagation horizontal gradient in this example, however.
Case 2 (r R Ͼ Ͼ r T ) of Appendix B provides the expressions for error in ␣ and a for this geometry. For the chosen orbital parameters the spacecraft velocity is directed so that tan T Ϸ 4.0 during the 60 km of occultation by Mars's atmosphere; see Figure 4 for definition of T . From (87),
Since is already assumed constant, we have, for the first error term in (30),
To evaluate the term involving ⌬a in (30), we refer the reader to the expression for ⌬a in (88) and the expressions for ⌬l, , and ⌬h in (65)-(67). Since there is no "along-propagation" tilt in this example, d x ϭ 0, and therefore ⌬l ϭ 0. For ϭ 3.0 mrad and ĥ Ϸ 3400 km, we have d y Ϸ 10.2 km, and ⌬h Ϸ Ϫd z Ϫ 0.015 km; ĥ Ϸ the radius of Mars since the maximum bending angle is only 0.2 mrad. For the orbital radius of 3700 km, ᐉ T Ϸ 1673 km; ᐉ T Ϸ l T for small bending angles. The second term in (88), ᐉ T (⌬␣/␣)␣, therefore has a peak value of 0.004 km near the surface, decreasing with the bending angle higher in the atmosphere. For the most part then, the only term of significance in the expression for ⌬a (equation (88)) is ⌬h. Since d z is expected to be slowly varying over the course of the occultation, it follows that ⌬h is also slowly varying in this example. This implies that the term involving ⌬a in (30) is sufficiently small to be neglected for the purposes of this illustrative example. In the view of Figure 6a the spacecraft appears to follow the path of the locus of periapsides ᏼ as a result of the small bending in the atmosphere. This implies that tan Ϸ tan T Ϸ 4.0 (Figures 4, 5, and 6a) . With reference to Figure 6a again, ␦a Ϸ Ϫ(aЈ Ϫ a) tan . This expression, combined with the assumption of an exponential bending angle profile, gives, from (23),
From (27) and the above calculations,
for all altitudes of interest; max () Ϸ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 for Mars. Finally, summing up the terms in (30), we have
The temperature error is given by (38). Since the fractional error in refractivity (equation (44)) is approximately constant over the altitude range of interest, the first two error terms in (38) cancel each other. The remaining error term is evaluated below. Since the loci ᏼ and Ꮽ are approximately colocated when the bending angle is small (Figure 6a ), ␦r Ϸ Ϫ(rЈ Ϫ r) tan . From (37) for an exponential refractivity profile, this results in
Thus from (38),
For a temperature of 200 K this represents an error of ϳ2.4 K, if occultation observations are inverted without account for the true shape of the atmosphere. The fractional error in pressure is given by (39). Thus
Error Simulation and Results
We present results of simulations carried out in order to test and to better understand and appreciate the error expressions derived in section 2. Occultation simulations are implemented for the atmospheres of Mars and Earth, illustrating the behavior of errors in tenuous and dense atmospheres, respectively; ray bending is very small in a tenuous atmosphere but significant in a dense atmosphere. The state of the Mars atmosphere is obtained from the NASA-Ames Global Circulation Model (NASA-AGCM) data sets [Pollack et al., 1990] , while Earth's atmosphere is represented by the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) data sets for the UARS project (UKMO-UARS). As noted in the introduction, we ignore humidity data for Earth's atmosphere, which is treated as a dry atmosphere, in order to focus on the underlying geometric issues. Both models provide the state of the respective atmospheres from the surface up to an altitude of ϳ50 km. To provide a smooth transition to free space, we extrapolate the model atmospheres above the top layer of the models by an isothermal state, matching the conditions in the top layer.
For the forward problem, Doppler frequency data are generated by ray tracing. Results from the ray tracing are inverted, subsequently, using the standard procedure for a spherically symmetric atmosphere outlined in the introduction. The inverted profiles are compared with the actual profiles along the locus of periapsides. Figure 7 shows an example for the Martian atmosphere. The occultation geometry is selected to resemble an MGS occultation by Mars observed from Earth. MGS is assumed to be orbiting Mars in a circular orbit of radius 3700 km, which corresponds to an orbital altitude of ϳ300 km. For simplicity, the receiver on Earth is assumed to be located in the Martian equatorial plane. Figure 5 is appropriate also to the geometry of this example. Results for orbit openings of 30Њ, 45Њ, and 60Њ are presented. The model data for this example represent conditions for a solar longitude of L s ϭ 280, corresponding to early winter in the Northern Hemisphere. The simulated MGS orbit is adjusted so that ray periapsides are located around 55ЊN, Figure 7a . This is achieved by varying the orbit inclination when an orbit opening has been selected. (The actual MGS inclination is fixed at 93Њ.) Thus simulated occultations sound the atmosphere above the boundary of the winter polar region, which exhibits a substantial meridional refractivity gradient (Figure 7a) . The transmitter and receiver in this example are located such that at the periapsis of a ray a meridional gradient is directed across the direction of propagation, while a zonal gradient is directed along the direction of propagation. Therefore using the terminology introduced in the example of the previous section, a meridional gradient is described as an across-propagation tilt, while a zonal gradient is described as an along-propagation tilt.
From Figures 7b, 7c we see that the present state of the Martian atmosphere in the region of interest exhibits strong across-propagation gradients accompanied by moderate to weak along-propagation gradients. As a result of the acrosspropagation gradients, occultation rays acquire an extra velocity component perpendicular to the plane of propagation, as compared with the spherically symmetric case. According to (86) the fractional error in bending angle is equal to the ratio of Doppler frequency perturbations due to bending perpendicular to and parallel to the plane of propagation. Figure 7d plots this ratio as obtained from the analysis (equation (86)); the fractional error in bending angle, obtained from simulation is shown in Figure 7e . The error in the impact parameter is a sum of three components (equation (88)), but only the last term is a significant contributor because the small value of the bending angle in the Martian atmosphere, 0.2 mrad maximum for a ray just grazing the surface, renders the first two terms insignificant. Figure 7f plots the result of (88), while Figure 7g is the error obtained from simulation. The errors in refractivity, radius, temperature, and pressure, obtained from the analysis of the previous section, as well as the errors in these quantities obtained from simulation, also are plotted in Figure  7 . We discuss the individual components of errors in refractivity and temperature after an initial discussion of our second example.
The second example is apropos the Earth's atmosphere. In this case, the receiver is located on a low Earth orbit satellite in a circular orbit of radius 7120 km; the Earth is modeled as a sphere of radius 6371 km, approximately. The transmitter is placed at a large distance from the Earth and in the equatorial plane. This is formally the same situation as in the Mars example presented above with the locations of transmitter and receiver exchanged ( Figure 5 ). Comparison of Cases 2 and 3 of Appendix B shows that Case 2 is a fair approximation to Case 3 (the GPS-GPS/MET case) with the role of the transmitter and receiver reversed, because in Case 3 the transmitter is located at more than 3 times the distance as the receiver from the center of Earth, compare (86) with (89) and (88) with (90). We have made this simplification in order to reduce the mathematical complexity of the error equations for ⌬␣ and ⌬a as much as possible and to maintain a form comparable to the Mars example above. This allows us to examine the different behaviors of errors in tenuous and dense atmospheres.
We have chosen the orbital parameters so that ray periapsides are located near 60Њ (Figure 8a) . As in the previous example, we use orbit openings of 30Њ, 45Њ, and 60Њ as seen from the distant transmitter. The atmospheric data used in this example represents Earth during southern winter. In comparison with the Mars atmosphere, horizontal refractivity gradients in Earth's atmosphere are relatively mild (compare Figures 7b, 7c with Figures 8b, 8c) . As a result, fractional errors in refractivity, temperature, and pressure are small, less than 1%, above 30 km altitude where the bending angle is small; errors in this region of the Earth's atmosphere, because of the small bending, behave similarly to those in the Martian atmosphere. Below 30 km altitude, however, there are two effects that cause the errors to behave differently. (1) The error in impact parameter increases due to the larger bending (the first two terms in (88) and (90)); the larger bending also renders this error very sensitive to changes in horizontal refractivity gradients. The error in impact parameter is a significant source of error in radius when the bending angle is large (the last term in (88) cancels out the last two terms in (27), but the first two terms in (88) do not cancel completely with other terms in (27)), which in turn is a significant source of error in refractivity. (2) In a dense atmosphere the locus of periapsides becomes more horizontal close to the surface (Figure 6b ). This results in the error terms of (23) and (37), for refractivity and temperature, respectively, to become larger closer to the surface. These two effects, which are less significant for the Martian atmosphere and for the Earth's atmosphere above 30 km altitude (the first factor is negligible), represent the major source of geometrically related error in the lower atmosphere of the Earth. Figure 9 displays the individual components of refractivity and temperature errors, identified in (30) and (38), respectively; results shown are for the 60Њ orbit opening cases of Figures 7 and 8. For the Martian atmosphere the component of refractivity error associated with the propagation of error from the impact parameter is small, since the error in the impact parameter is varying slowly with altitude (Figures 7f,  7g ). For the same reason, this component of refractivity error is small for the Earth's atmosphere as well (Figures 8f, 8g) . The refractivity error due to error in the radius is also small for the Mars case because the error in the radius is small (Figures 7j,  7k ). This is in contrast to the case for Earth, however, where the refractivity error due to error in the radius is the largest source of error in the lower atmosphere. The radius error increases lower in the atmosphere of Earth because of the increasing error in the impact parameter due to larger bending (the first two terms in (88)) (Figures 8j, 8k) . The component of the refractivity error associated with the propagation of error from the bending angle is a smoothed version of the fractional error in bending angle itself; compare this component of refractivity error in Figures 9a and 9b with that in Figures 7e and  8e , respectively. The remaining component of refractivity error is associated with the nonvertical locus of periapsides in the presence of horizontal gradients (equation (23)). For Mars this component decreases in magnitude lower in the atmosphere because the atmosphere flattens out closer to the surface; that is, decreases as r decreases. Lower in the atmosphere of the Earth, however, this component of error does not necessarily decrease in magnitude; even though the tilt angle is smaller closer to the surface (Figure 8c ), the locus of periapsides becomes more horizontal deeper in the atmosphere because of the larger ray bending; that is, increases as r decreases (e.g., see Figure 6b ); Figure 10 plots the slope of the locus of periapsides measured with respect to the vertical (tan ), together with the ratio of spacecraft velocity across the plane of propagation to that in the propagation plane and perpendicular to the line of sight, i.e., tan T for the Mars example and tan R for the Earth example. The slope, tan , follows tan T closely throughout the occultation in the Mars example but increases sharply compared to tan R below 30 km altitude in the Earth's atmosphere (compare Figure 10) , due to the larger bending.
The error in refractivity does not contribute to the temperature error significantly because the fractional refractivity error is varying slowly with altitude, resulting in mutual cancellation of the first two error terms in (38), approximately (Figures 7h, 7i and 8h, 8i); the cancellation is incomplete when the fractional error in refractivity varies rapidly with altitude. The main enhancement of error in the temperature profile arises from the nonvertical path of integration, corresponding to the nonvertical locus of periapsides, in the tilted atmosphere (dashed lines in Figures 9c, 9d) . For an exponential refractivity profile, ͗ ␦ r ͘ ᏽ ( ᐂ ٪ ) for the temperature error is twice ͗␦a͘ ᏽ ␣ (␣ ᐂ ٪) for the refractivity error (see also the example of the previous section); this is approximately the ratio observed in Figure 9 . (Compare the dashed lines in Figures 9a and 9c and in Figures 9b and 9d. ) In comparing results of the two examples in this section, it should be noted that equal orbit openings alone do not mean that geometrical conditions are comparable with regard to calculation of errors. We use different orbit openings in order to produce different values of the velocity ratios tan T and tan R and the slope of the locus of periapsides tan . The quantities tan T and tan R , however, also depend on the orbital radius and the position along the orbit where the spacecraft is occulted by the planetary atmosphere. In our examples these parameters are such that equal orbit openings do mean comparable velocity ratios (solid curves in Figure 10 ). The slope tan depends also on the bending in the atmosphere (dashed curves in Figure 10 ).
In the examples above, the shape of the locus of periapsides is quantified with the use of slope, tan . This is possible because the locus of periapsides is confined to a plane, approximately. Moreover, the occultation geometry is such that this slope and the spacecraft velocity ratios, tan T or tan R , have a direct correspondence. In general, the locus of periapsides is a curve in three dimensions, and for more complex geometries, its shape may not have a simple relation to the spacecraft velocity ratios.
Discussion
The example in Figure 7 indicates the need to compensate for large-scale horizontal gradients in inverting radio occultation frequency data in order to retrieve the most accurate profiles for the Martian atmosphere. An examination of refractivity maps obtained from the AGCM over the course of a Martian year shows clearly that large-scale meridional gradients of varying intensities are present in different parts of the atmosphere during all seasons; relatively moderate zonal gradients are present also during all seasons [Pollack et al., 1990] . With information on the large-scale structure of the atmosphere available from other measurements, such as the thermal emission spectrometer (TES) on MGS or the pressuremodulated infrared radiometer (PMIRR) on Mars-98, profiles obtained from radio occultation data can be compensated for errors due to large-scale horizontal gradients. Either the analytic formulas obtained in this paper can be applied to data inverted without accounting for the variations from sphericity or the geometry can be adjusted prior to inversion.
The example in Figure 8 indicates that profiles obtained from GPS occultations can have substantial discrepancies due to large-scale horizontal gradients in the lower atmosphere of the Earth. An examination of UKMO-UARS data sets indicates that meridional tilts of up to 1.75 mrad are present in monthly averaged maps of the atmosphere. Large-scale and long-term meridional tilts occur between 40Њ and 80Њ latitudes in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, with maximum slopes occurring in the regions between 55Њ and 70Њ latitudes. The months of May through October and November through February show significant slopes, in the Southern and Northern Hemispheres, respectively. Maximum slopes exist during June through September and December through January for the Southern and Northern Hemispheres, respectively. Horizontal tilts are expected to be stronger in actuality because monthly averaging removes short-term variations. For spacecraft horizontal to vertical velocity ratios of ϳ3, corresponding to orbit openings between 30Њ and 45Њ for a circular orbit of radius 7120 km (Figure 10b) , the retrieved temperature profiles can be biased by up to 1.5 K in the tilted regions, while a velocity ratio of ϳ7.5, corresponding to an orbit opening of 60Њ in this example, can produce a bias of up to 4 K.
Examination of the UKMO-UARS data for Earth's atmosphere and AGCM data for Mars's atmosphere suggests that meridional refractivity gradients in the Earth's atmosphere are mild in comparison to those in the Martian atmosphere. Therefore the resulting errors also are small in the Earth's atmosphere in regions where the bending angle is small, i.e., above 30 km altitude. Below 30 km altitude, and particularly in the lower troposphere, however, errors associated with largescale horizontal gradients are enhanced due to effects which are not present in regions of small bending. These effects are discussed in the previous section.
Errors due to large-scale horizontal gradients can be mitigated by using smaller horizontal to vertical velocity ratios for the spacecraft, i.e., by using smaller orbit openings. For more complex occultation geometries such errors can be reduced in other ways as well. For example, consider an occultation between two spacecrafts orbiting a planet at equal radii (Case 1 of Appendix B). In this case the error in bending angle (equation (84)) is small when both spacecraft have large horizontal to vertical velocity ratios, if the horizontal components of their velocities have opposite signs, while the vertical components have the same sign. The locus of periapsides is close to vertical in this case, so there is no error due to a nonvertical path of integration. The plane of propagation rotates as the spacecrafts move in opposite directions horizontally; this can cause the error in impact parameter to vary therefore because of a variation in d y and hence in ⌬h (equation (85)). The largest term of refractivity error is then the one resulting from propagation of error from the impact parameter (equation (18)); the error in radius is also negligible in this case (equation (27)).
It is reasonable to expect good agreement between the analysis and the simulations when the horizontal gradient varies slowly with height because the ray bending is controlled largely by the refractivity structure near periapsis (Figures 7 and 8 ). In simulations with the Earth's atmosphere we observe that horizontal gradients of dry refractivity sometimes change sign within a few kilometers in the lower part of the troposphere. This results in errors that may not be predicted by our analysis, since in such cases, an individual ray is not confined to a plane. Such effects are expected to occur more frequently when the effects of water vapor are included since water vapor generally has greater spatial variability than the dry atmosphere.
Both examples in the previous section assume a geometrical configuration in which rays propagate across a meridian at periapsis. Thus meridional gradients appear as acrosspropagation tilts. If, however, the transmitter and receiver are so aligned that propagation occurs along the meridian, the same gradients behave as along-propagation tilts. In such cases the most significant component of d ជ is d x . The behavior of errors in ␣ and a is different from that in the examples presented above. The expressions in Appendices A, B, and C, however, are equally valid in this case, and the same general procedure, as discussed in section 2, provides estimates of errors in refractivity, radius, temperature, and pressure profiles. In the interest of brevity we have omitted examples of such cases.
An error in the radius of curvature, d ជ ϭ d z ẑ, is only a weak contributor to error in the retrieved profiles. This is easily demonstrated. Consider, for example, the occultation geometry of Case 2 in Appendix B. For d ជ ϭ d z ẑ, ⌬␣/␣ Ϸ 0 (equation (87)) and ⌬a Ϸ Ϫd z (equation (88)). If d z varies slowly with altitude, the refractivity error due to propagation of error from ⌬a (equation (18)) is small. The refractivity error associated with a nonvertical path of integration, corresponding to a nonvertical locus of periapsides (equation (23)), is also small because to first order, there are no along-or acrosspropagation tilts, d x ϭ d y ϭ 0. (An error in radius of curvature at one location does result in a tilted atmosphere at some distance from that location, but this effect is small over a few hundred kilometers.) From (27) the error in radius ⌬r Ϸ 0. Thus all terms in the refractivity error are small (equation (30)). A similar consideration of temperature error indicates that a radius of curvature error is a weak contributor here also. This observation also has been made by Syndergaard [1998] .
Prudence is needed in application of the results here. In examining the effects on errors of large-scale atmospheric structure we implicitly restrict the results to scales no smaller than the resolution of the derived profiles. Within the plane of propagation this is given explicitly by the resolution kernel ] to be of the order of a few to several hundred kilometers along the rays and a few kilometers vertically. In the dimension transverse to the plane of propagation it is very much smaller, approximately equal to the transverse dimension of the first Fresnel zone, typically 1.5 km or less, depending on geometry and wavelength. A detailed inspection of Figures 7 and 8 suggests that for the most part, there is close agreement between the results of our analysis and those of simulations. One reason for this is that the simulations are not influenced by structure smaller than a few hundred kilometers in the horizontal dimensions because the atmospheric models we use for the atmospheres of both Mars and Earth are defined on a coarse grid. AGCM grid resolution is 7.5Њ in latitude and 9.0Њ in longitude, while UKMO-UARS grid resolution is 2.5Њ in latitude and 3.75Њ in longitude.
We emphasize that our analysis predicts errors associated with unknown and or uncompensated departures from spherical symmetry. Detailed extensions to other shapes, for example, oblate spheroids, or generalized gravitational structures, are possible but are expected to be tedious. Application of the present results locally based on deviations of the atmospheric structure from the local geopotential are expected to be accurate.
Finally, we note that this analysis has applications in at least three areas. (1) It can be used to estimate uncertainties associated with unknown or uncertain geometrical aspects of occultation measurements, both for assigning uncertainties to such measurements and as a guide in the design of observational systems. (2) In situations where observational data are in hand and subsequent or ancillary observations bearing on geometrical structure become available, the expressions presented can be used to correct occultation results without the need to reprocess the raw observations. In this sense, the results can be used to improve accuracy by analytically compensating for geometrical factors not included in simple Abelian reduction algorithms. (3) A linearized theory displaying separately the terms corresponding to specific physical effects is useful for better understanding the physical process of occultation sounding.
Appendix A: Errors in Bending Angle and Ray Asymptote
Neglecting relativistic effects, the Doppler perturbation due to bending is given by (Figures 1-3 
where the transmitter and receiver are assumed to be located outside of the sensible atmosphere. Unit vectors u T , u R , and u are parallel to the actual plane of propagation, OTR. If the atmosphere in the neighborhood of the periapsis is assumed spherically symmetric around Ô , the observed ⌬f is attributed to an erroneous set of directions, unit vectors û T and û R (Figures 2-3) ,
Unit vectors û T , û R , and u are parallel to the assumed plane of propagation, Ô TR; unit vector u is directed along line TR, which is common to planes OTR and Ô TR. Subtracting (48) from (49), we obtain
Since u T and û T are only slightly different, the difference vector ⌬u T , to first order, is perpendicular to u T and û T . Similarly, to first order, ⌬u R is perpendicular to u R and û R . In the coordinate systems (| T , T , T ) and (| R , R , R ) of Figure 2 , then, the first order expressions for ⌬u T and ⌬u R are (Figures 2-4 )
for small values of ⌬␣ T , ⌬␣ R , and . Substituting these expressions in (51), we have
v T␣ is the transmitter velocity component in the direction of increasing ␣ T , and v R␣ is the receiver velocity component in the direction of increasing ␣ R . Since r T sin ( T ϩ ␣ T ) ϭ â on the transmitter side and r R sin ( R ϩ ␣ R ) ϭ â on the receiver side,
Equation (57) is accurate to first order in ⌬␣ T and ⌬␣ R . With ⌬h and ⌬l defined as follows (Figures 2-4) :
we can write (Figures 2-4 )
Using (60)- (63) in (57), we obtain
The error determining parameters ⌬l, , and ⌬h are related to the vector distance
If ͉d y 2 / 2ĥ͉ Ͻ Ͻ ͉d z ͉, i.e., if ⌬h Ϸ Ϫd z , we can write (64) in a compact form:
Equation (68) is not an accurate representation of (64), however, because ͉d y 2 / 2ĥ͉ is often larger than ͉d z ͉ (equation (67)); we use (68) for illustrative purposes only in section 2.3.
Using (55) and (64), we can now solve for ⌬␣ T and ⌬␣ R :
from which ⌬␣ ϭ ⌬␣ T ϩ ⌬␣ R is obtained,
The terms in (74) are defined by comparison to those in (73). Equation (74) On the transmitter side,
On the receiver side,
here results from (60) to (63) have been used in the approximations. For better accuracy we express ⌬a as the average of the two expressions in (75)-(76). Thus
If ͉d y 2 / 2ĥ͉ Ͻ Ͻ ͉d z ͉, we can use (65)- (67) and (69)- (70) to write (77) as
As already noted, however, the above condition is often violated, in which event (78) 
The terms in (80) are defined by comparison to those in (79).
Equations (73) and (79), together with the auxiliary relations in (65)-(67), are the main results of this appendix. The following expression, obtained from (57) to (61), is useful in computing a during simulations
Appendix B: Linearized Expressions for ⌬␣, ⌬a
To first order in ␣ T and ␣ R , and with the assumption that ᐉ T /ᐉ R Ϸ l T /l R , the fractional error in bending angle, from (73), is approximated by
where we have used the relation l T ␣ T Ϸ l R ␣ R , which is accurate to first order in ␣ T and ␣ R . The expression for ⌬a (equation (79)), to first order in ␣ T and ␣ R , is approximated by
B1. Case 1 B1.1. Two orbiters at equal radii, r R Ϸ r T . It follows that ᐉ T Ϸ ᐉ R ϵ ᐉ, l T Ϸ l R , and therefore ␣ T Ϸ ␣ R Ϸ ␣/ 2. Using these approximations in (82) and (83), we have
B2. Case 2 B2.1. A close orbiter and a very distant site, r R Ͼ Ͼ r T . This case applies to typical planetary occultations of spacecraft observed from Earth and MGS-to-Earth links in particular.
For this case, ᐉ R Ͼ Ͼ ᐉ T and l R Ͼ Ͼ l T , so ␣ T Ϸ ␣ and ␣ R Ϸ (l T /l R )␣. Unless special conditions exist, i.e., unless, for example, v T␣ ϭ 0, the fractional error in bending angle, from (82), is approximated by
From Figure 4 we note that v T ϭ Ϫv Ty , and if the total bending angle is small, v T␣ Ϸ Ϫv Tz . Therefore
Equation (87) is the same result as derived by Hubbard et al. [1975] and Eshleman [1975] . See, for example, (3) and (7) in the work of Hubbard et al. [1975] ; their ␣, ␤, and are identified with our , T , and ␣, respectively. For the above conditions ⌬a, from (83), is approximated by
Equation (88) is valid when (86) is valid.
B3. Case 3
B3.1. A close orbiter and a relatively distant orbiter, r R Ϸ 0.264 ؋ r T . We consider the case of GPS occultations observed by GPS/MET. For this case, r R Ϸ 7000 km and r T Ϸ 26,500 km. We assume that ĥ ϭ 6400 km and arrive at the approximations l R /l T Ϸ 1/9 and ᐉ R /ᐉ T Ϸ 1/9. Using these approximations in (82) and (83), we have
Appendix C: Distance to the Lowest Point on a Ray
A ray propagates in the OTR plane (Figures 3-4) . Point Q is the lowest point on the ray with respect to the center of curvature of the atmosphere O (Figure 11 ). The distance to Q measured from O is labeled , while the distance to Q measured from Ô is labeled r. Point P is the lowest point on the ray with respect to the assumed center of curvature Ô . The distance to P measured from Ô is labeled r. We wish to find the relationship between and r. First, we establish the relationship between r and . From Figure 11 ,
To solve this equation, we need to know the direction of ជ. We know that ជ lies in the plane of propagation, OTR. Moreover, ជ is directed midway between the perpendiculars to the asymptotes, labeled a, i.e., at an angle (␣ T ϩ ␣ R )/ 2 from each (for example, see the direction of r in Figure 1 ). Since the perpendicular to the transmitter side asymptote is at an angle ␣ T from the perpendicular to line TR, ជ is directed at an angle (␣ T Ϫ ␣ R )/ 2 from the perpendicular to TR. We assume that points P and Q on the ray are located in the plane Ô TR. In fact, these points are located in the plane OTR because the ray is contained in plane OTR. However, unless the bending angle is large, or is large, the ray path is close to the line TR which is common to both planes, OTR and Ô TR. For realistic conditions in the atmospheres of Mars and Earth, points P and Q are close to line TR and hence, to a good approximation, are contained in the plane Ô TR.
With the above understanding we write (91) ᐉ if ᐉ R ϭ ᐉ T , ᐉ ϵ ᐉ R ϭ ᐉ T (m). m mean molecular mass (kg molecule Ϫ1 ). n, n, ⌬n refractive index; erroneous estimate of n; ⌬n ϭ n Ϫ n ϭ ⌬. ñ erroneous estimate of n, intermediate between n and n. n t total molecular number density (molecules m Ϫ3 ). O center of curvature of the local atmosphere. Ô center of mass and the assumed center of local spherical symmetry. p, p, ⌬p pressure; erroneous estimate of p; ⌬p ϭ p Ϫ p (Pa). P, PЈ, PЉ see Figures 6 and 11 . ᏼ , ᏼ ᐂ nonvertical, or "slant" locus of periapsides; vertical locus of periapsides, Figures 5-6. Q see Figure 11 . ᏽ ␣ ٪ kernel function defined in (17), (18), and (23). ᏽ ٪ kernel function defined in (33) and (37). r, r, ⌬r distance from the center of mass to the lowest point on a ray with respect to the center of mass; erroneous estimate of r; ⌬r ϭ r Ϫ r (m). ␦r offset in r to account for the difference in profiles (r) and ᐂ (r); similar to ␦a (m). r distance from the center of mass to the lowest point on a ray with respect to the center of curvature (m). r R , r R see Figures 2 and 3 (m) . r T , r T see Figures 2 and 3 (m) .
R location of the receiver. indicates, in general, a nonvertical or "slant" locus of periapsides. T location of the transmitter. T, T , ⌬T temperature; erroneous estimate of T; ⌬T ϭ T Ϫ T (K). ⌬T 1 temperature error due to a nonvertical locus of periapsides in the presence of horizontal gradients (K). ⌬T 1 temperature error due to error in refractivity (K). t receive time (s). u hypothetical unit ray direction in case of no bending. u R , û R , ⌬u R unit ray direction at the receiver; erroneous value of u R ; ⌬u R ϭ û R Ϫ u R . u T , û T , ⌬u T unit ray direction at the transmitter; erroneous value of u T ; ⌬u T ϭ û T Ϫ u T . v ជ R , v R␣ , v R receiver velocity and its components (m s Ϫ1 ). v ជ T , v T␣ , v T transmitter velocity and its components (m s Ϫ1 ). VVЈ plane of propagation for the ray with periapsis at P, Figure 6 .
ᐂ short form for ᐂ P () and ᐂ P ( g) representing a locus perpendicular to constant refractivity and constant gravity contours, respectively. x, ŷ, ẑ unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate axes used in Figures 3-6 and 11. ␣, ␣ , ⌬␣ total bending angle; erroneous estimate of ␣; ⌬␣ ϭ ␣ Ϫ ␣ (rad). ⌬␣ 1 , ⌬␣ 2 , ⌬␣ 3 components of ⌬␣, equation (74) 
(rad).
␣ R , ␣ R , ⌬␣ R bending angle on the receiver side; erroneous estimate of ␣ R ; ⌬␣ R ϭ ␣ R Ϫ ␣ R (rad). ␣ T , ␣ T , ⌬␣ T bending angle on the transmitter side, erroneous estimate of ␣ T ; ⌬␣ T ϭ ␣ T Ϫ ␣ T (rad). angle between the actual, OTR, and the erroneously assumed, Ô TR, planes of propagation (rad). R , R see Figures 2 and 3 (rad) . T , T see Figures 2 and 3 (rad) .
R a unit vector of the right-handed spherical coordinate system (| R , R , R ) defined in Figure 2 . T a unit vector of the right-handed spherical coordinate system (| T , T , T ) defined in Figure 2 . scale factor defined in Figure 11 . wavelength in free space (m). , , ⌬ refractivity, ϭ n Ϫ 1; erroneous estimate of ; ⌬ ϭ Ϫ . ⌬ 1a error in refractivity due to error in the impact parameter. ⌬ 1r error in refractivity due to error in radius. ⌬ 1 error in refractivity due to a nonvertical locus of periapsides in the presence of horizontal gradients. ⌬ 1␣ error in refractivity due to error in the bending angle. ជ , distance from the center of curvature to the lowest point on a ray with respect to the center of curvature (m). | R a unit vector of the right-handed spherical coordinate system (| R , R , R ) defined in Figure 2 . | T a unit vector of the right-handed spherical coordinate system (| T , T , T ) defined in Figure 2 . R see Figure 4 (rad). T see Figure 4 (rad). R a unit vector of the right-handed spherical coordinate system (| R , R , R ) defined in Figure 2 . T a unit vector of the right-handed spherical coordinate system (| T , T , T ) defined in Figure 2 . angle characterizing the locus of periapsides, Figure 6 (rad).
